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BIGAB B20 – A new
Generation of hook lift trailers
For more than 40 years, BIGAB has totally dominated the sales of hook lifts on the Scandinavian market.
Our models have been sold in the thousands and not only in Scandinavia. All in all, BIGAB has more then 8 000
trailers on the market, worldwide.
When we now introduce the next Generation BIGAB, we do so proudly and humble of our fantastic history
but at the same time there should be no question about the fact that we are now turning a new leaf when we
introduce the first model in a Generation of many to come. With refined functions, ingenious solutions and
user-friendly details we present the future of hook lifts. Robust and durable hook lifts, built to be used.
The first model, of the new Generation BIGABs, to reach the market is the BIGAB B20 which is the sequel to our
popular 20-24. BIGAB B20 is based on a, for our part, new concept where we chose to rivet the frame together
instead of welding. The advantages are that we require significantly less welding, which is both time-consuming
and costly. In addition, we get a completely different flexibility in our production and can more quickly adapt
the hook lifts to the customers’ wishes and makes it easier to retrofit various accessories.
BIGAB B20 is 15% faster in the operational cycle. This has been achieved through a new geometry that
provides maintained performance with lower oil consumption.
BIGAB B20 handles containers in lengths of 5.5-6.5 meters and has a tipping angle of up to 55-58
degrees, depending on whether you equip the hook lift with a hydraulic suspended drawbar or not.
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The BIGAB B20 has a completely
new list of accessories, developed
specifically for the new series:
Newly developed radio control: With BIGAB’s completely new radio control, several of the trailer functions
have built-in logic, which means that the user can run a sequence of the trailer functions in succession, at the
touch of a button.

The hydraulic drawbar: The hydro active drawbar we’ve already mentioned, but besides increasing the
tipping angle by 3 degrees, it also helps offer an entirely different comfort while driving the trailer.
The tipping/hook exchange is now entirely mechanical. Putting the hook tower in the rear position engages
the lock and you can begin the hook exchange. Allowing us to decrease hydraulic functions for tipping/hook
exchange.

New bogie block: The BIGAB B20 has been fitted with a further developed bogie block that is activated over
the rear axle and locks the movements of the hook lift when hooking. Together with the standard-fitted weight
transfer cylinder that is attached to the tractor’s top link bracket, the bogie block helps to prevent the tractor
from lifting when hooking. Through this we get a very safe shifting manoeuvre throughout the process.

New lock between tip and hooking: The new Tip/hooking lock is activated by moving the tower to its
rearmost position. The construction has become more powerful than before and also saves a hydraulic function
through that the tower telescope activates the lock.

Turn page for Technical data
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Technical data
B20
Bogie type:

Mech. pendulum bogie/Tandem suspension
(long/short)/Air suspension

Wheel dimension

445 to 700

Required tractor hydraulics

1 brake outlet and 3 double actions
(standard equipment)

Oil volume: Minimum available oil volume,
with full system (L):

23

Chassis weight: Standard equipment (kg)

4 520

Chassis length (with drawbar) (mm)
with standard drawbar

7 770

Loading area length (mm)

5 712

Width across the wheels (mm)

Depends of undercarriage and wheels

Gross weight (kg)

26 000

Max load including container (kg)

20 500

Max load during container exchange (kg)

20 500

Load on tow eye: Depending in the length
and position of the container (kg)

2 500–4 000

Max tipping capacity (kg)

20 500

Working pressure (MPa)

21.0

Tipping angle (degrees)

55 (58*)

Suitable container length (mm)

5 500–6 500

Note! Dimensions might change depending on specific configuration.
*In case of suspended drawbar.

We reserve the right to alter specifications without prior notice.
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Dimensional drawings

Bogie type
Bogie

A
(mm)
1 893

B*
(mm)
2 448

C
(mm)
1 470

D
(mm)

E
(mm)

5 237

1 529

Tandem short

2 000

2 550

1 525

5 032

1 735

Tandem long

2 000

2 550

1 812

4 883

1 740

Air

2 000

2 550

1 810

4 880

1 742

*Wheels: 560R60-22,5

We reserve the right to alter specifications without prior notice.

